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Celebrating Easter
Quality
Statement

Water Management
is committed to
maintaining high
customer
satisfaction with its
innovative water
efficiency programs.
We will propose
products and
services that are “fit
for use” and that
will set the standard
for quality and value
in water efficiency.
We strive to be
world class in every
aspect of water
efficiency by
fostering a culture
of honesty,
openness, mutual
respect and
teamwork.
Water Management
understands the
necessity of
continual
improvement (both
as a company and as
individuals) to keep
us at the forefront
of water
conservation and to
exceed customer
expectations.

We hope you are ready to put winter behind as we celebrate Easter on March 27th.
The cherry blossoms in D.C. have made an earlier-than-normal appearance, which
nicely corresponds to the early Easter celebration this year! Russ took this picture
last week while in D.C.
Have you ever
wondered why Easter
Sunday can fall
anywhere between
March 22 and April
25?

The Short Answer
At the heart of the
matter lies a very
simple explanation.
Easter is a movable
feast because the
earliest believers in the church of Asia Minor wished to keep the observance of
Easter correlated to the Jewish Passover. The death, burial and resurrection of Jesus
Christ happened after the Passover, so followers wanted Easter to always be
celebrated subsequent to the Passover. And, since the Jewish holiday calendar is
based on solar and lunar cycles, each feast day is movable, with dates shifting from
year to year. Now, from here the explanation grows more complicated.

The Long Answer
Today in Western Christianity, Easter is always celebrated on the Sunday
immediately following the Paschal Full Moon date of the year. The date of
the Paschal Full Moon is determined from historical tables, and no longer directly
corresponds to lunar events. As astronomers were able to approximate the dates of
all the full moons in future years, by 1583 these calculations were used to establish a
table of Ecclesiastical Full Moon dates. These dates would determine the Holy Days
on the Ecclesiastical calendar. Thus, according to the Ecclesiastical tables, the
Paschal Full Moon is the first Ecclesiastical Full Moon date after March 20 (which
happened to be the vernal equinox date in 325 A.D.). So, in Western Christianity,
Easter is always celebrated on the Sunday immediately following the Paschal Full
Moon.
The Paschal Full Moon can vary as much as two days from the date of the actual full
moon, with dates ranging from March 21 to April 18. As a result, Easter dates can
range from March 22 through April 25.
We hope you all had a Happy Easter!
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Prison Market
The prison market is hopping! We are making great progress at the FCI El Reno Prison in Oklahoma, where a
significant addition to the original scope was added to install electronic controls in the SHU (special housing unit).
Eddie & Giovany Gonzalez and Nery & Douglas Martinez are working at El Reno which is about 80% complete.
The FCI Fort Worth Prison started back up and we split the crew to begin our work there on March 7, with Eddie
and Giovany. We are utilizing a mixed crew at both sites, using local contractors. Then we should be able to
recombine our crew at FMC Carswell also located in Fort Worth in about 4 to 6 weeks (FMC Carswell is a medical
center for female inmates with special medical and mental health needs). Nery, Douglas, Eddie, and Giovany have
done a great job and we know it’s difficult to be away from their families for such a long period of time. Their
consistent work, patience and personal sacrifices are greatly appreciated, and once we begin FMC Carswell the end
will be in sight!
We will soon begin another prison project at FCC Petersburg, in Petersburg, Virginia to install electronic controls
on the showers. We did work in this prison several years ago, but the showers were not addressed at that time. It’s
good to be returning to this site for the additional scope of work.
We recently visited and submitted initial bids for several other prisons which may result in additional work. These
prisons are located in Illinois, North Carolina, and Virginia. On the horizon are additional prison bids in
Kentucky and western Maryland.
Perhaps one or two of the proposals will become projects in the near future and if they go to contract, we will be very
busy. 

ICI Market
We are participating on a project bid at the Parris Island Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) in South
Carolina, where Marines are made! The entrance to the site is quite impressive, with a long land bridge that is lined
with Palm trees and has water on each side.
The MCRD is located on Parris Island and several
smaller islands approximately 4 miles south of the
City of Beaufort, South Carolina. About 19,000
recruits are trained at Parris Island each year. The
facility covers more than 8,000 acres, including more
than 4,000 acres of salt marsh and tidal streams.
This is a massive $3M project for the winning bidder.
However, it is possible that the project will be broken
into two parts with separate water companies doing
the work.
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Where in the World is Water Management
Our extensive water saving project for the Housing Authority of the Birmingham District in Birmingham,
Alabama is now 40% complete. Charlie Gildehaus, Dan Sirakis and Bob Smith are dedicated to this project.
Chris Boldon and Aaron Waldron continue to work in Austin, Texas on our multi-year, water conservation project
with Brookdale Senior Living. They have completed 66% of the work at the Brookdale Lakeway facility and 80%
at the Westlake Hills location.
The large-scale Wilson County Public Schools project in Tennessee to replace/retrofit 1,126 toilets and install 999
flow controls is now 98% complete. Working on this contract are Bill Harrison, Jeff Bell, and Butch Deibler.
The Garrett County Schools project in Maryland started this month to replace/retrofit 178 toilets, 50 urinals, 348
flow controls and other water saving measures. Dedicated to this project which is 70% complete are Brian Vroom
and James Benjamin.

Underground Leak at George Mason Village Condominium
By the summer of last year the consumption on the south side water meter at George Mason Village Condominium
began to increase dramatically. Early 2016, Water Management conducted a building wide survey of the property to
identify and track down the leakage. Notices were passed out to all units and in-unit repairs were made, to no avail.
Slippage testing on the meter revealed a water loss rate of approximately 9 gallons per minute. Water Management
deployed their experienced leak detection team utilizing a Gutermann Aquascan 610 ultrasonic listening and leak
noise correlator to identify the precise location of the leak.
Ultrasonic listening identified that the leak
was underground between two of the
buildings. We were able to narrow down the
area to the recirculation line feeding from the
building across the street back to the boiler
room. This was surprising because at no
time was water surfacing on the property.
The correlation equipment narrowed the area
down for the leak to be excavated.
The correlation worked and the leak was
found. It was deep in the ground underneath
lots of other pipes and conduits. The on-site
engineer, Glenn did a great job excavating
the area to find the leak. The leak was on the 90⁰ coupling on the ¾”
copper “L” hot water recirculation line. It is hoped that we will be able to
help George Mason Village Condominium receive a substantial credit for
sewer charges from Arlington County for the water lost underground.
The extra cost for this leak that has been occurring for the past 250+ days
has been $48,000.
Special thanks to Rick, Spencer and Buster with an honorary mention to
Pete, Charlie and Reggie for a job well done!
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CAI Conference
On Saturday, March 12, the Washington Metro Chapter of CAI (Community
Associations Institute) held their annual conference and expo. This conference was
attended by over 1,700 representatives from community associations, such as
property managers and engineers, in addition to service providers. The conference
featured educational sessions on legislative updates that affect communities, capital
improvement projects, and other hot topics in community associations. Staffing the
Water Management booth was Rick Ferguson, Abdul Dodoo and Russ
Horner. They were able to connect with many clients from the past and present.
They also made new contacts that they will be following up with in the coming
weeks. We hope to get new multi-family contracts and clients from the
connections that were made at the show.
Washington Metropolitan Chapter Community Associations Institute has more than 3,000 members including 300+
businesses, 1,100 professional managers from nearly 90 management companies, and more than 1,500 homeowners
in the District of Columbia, Suburban Maryland, and Northern Virginia.

Resilient Virginia
Leaders from local government, the private sector,
academia, and Virginia Sustainable Building Network
have come together to form Resilient Virginia, a new
organization to accelerate resiliency planning in
Virginia communities.
Their mission is to launch a Community Resiliency
Initiative in Virginia that will provide residents,
businesses and governments with the ability to adapt
and thrive despite changing environmental, social and
economic conditions.
Tom Horner attended the 2016 Resilient Virginia Conference last week in Richmond. According to Tom, it was a
great conference, supported by the EPA, Homeland Security, Water Management, and a few others. “Resiliency” is
the new buzzword in government circles, and we are proud to be a part of this effort.
For more information about this budding organization, go to http://resilientvirginia.org/
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The Future of Water: Sustainability Stewardship and Leadership
Smarter DC Challenge
It was a compelling and informative presentation by George Hawkins, CEO
of DC Water and visionary in water management and sustainability. George
discussed the new green infrastructure opportunities available, or on the
horizon, to use as important tools to reduce combined sewer overflows to the
Potomac River and Rock Creek. He discussed where one can use lowimpact, green infrastructure approaches like green roofs, porous pavement ,
and rain gardens to provide greater benefits to your properties and the
community. George also discussed how many buildings will need monitors
and treatment systems so that collected water can be used for a variety of
purposes such as irrigation, cooling towers, and toilet flushing.
In addition Bill Updike, Chief, Green Building & Climate Branch, DOEE
(Department of Energy & Environment) spoke and discussed
opportunities, strategies, and solutions you can leverage to more sustainably
manage and conserve water in your workplace.
Russ attended this presentation held on March 23, at Georgetown University School of Continuing Studies
in D.C. The event was sponsored by www.eco-coach.com and the Smarter DC Challenge
http://greenpsf.com/go/community/index/washdc

Safety Committee
Water Management, Inc. is interested in the safety of our employees and our customers. Although our focus has not
changed, we feel a need to energize our commitment to safety and to make it more visible in our daily work and our
corporate culture. Our first step to this new invigoration of Safety is to form a safety committee. The initial
committee members include, Yvonne Horner, Mark Harewood, Bruce Jacobeen, Pete Valentin, Reggie
Williams and Richard Horner. We invite others to participate in the committee, especially those who are in the
field each day and for whom safety is vital to a successful project. We want to provide encouragement, support, the
tools, and the training necessary to make Water Management a model of safety in the industry. As we are just
forming and defining our efforts, any ideas that you have to encourage a safe attitude, any concerns, observations, or
suggestions are welcomed and encouraged, just contact one of us. We hope to add more safety ambassadors in the
near future. In the meantime be safe out there! Your families and Water Management are depending on you!

Safety Manuals
Please ensure that you, or someone on your crew, has a Safety Manual onsite. We are required to have SDS sheets
with us for any chemicals we encounter, and these are all located in your Safety Manual.
In addition, important forms are included in the manual, for auto accidents, injuries, incidents, theft allegations, and
weekly safety meetings, just to name a few. If you don’t have a Safety Manual, please contact Yvonne or Jeanna and
they will get one to you.
Please ensure that a Safety Manual is with you or your crew every day!
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Accounting News
This month we want to give a shout out to…
Mark Harewood – thanks for completing your weekly attendance on time each week! It is so appreciated!
A word from Joyce: “Thanks to all of you for stopping by Accounting for concerns, questions, greetings or just
waiting for your next meeting. I enjoy these different ways of communication.”
And Maya has someone to acknowledge as well – “I would like to give a special thank you to Pete Valentin for
turning in his Home Depot and Lowes receipts all the time. Go Pete!!!!! “

Laudato Si’
From Pope Francis’ encyclical “Laudato Si’, on Care for Our Common
Home”
“When media and the digital world become omnipresent (ever-present), their
influence can stop people from learning how to live wisely, to think deeply,
and to love generously. True wisdom, as the fruit of self-examination,
dialogue, and generous encounter between people, is not acquired by a mere
accumulation of data which eventually leads to overload and confusion, a sort
of mental pollution.”
So, put down your phone, turn off your TV and spend time in genuine encounters with people, nature and the rest of
the world! Your life will be enriched by it!

April Milestones

Anniversaries
Eddie Gonzalez – 12 years
Congratulations!

